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Abstract: Cancer nanomedicines require different, even
opposite, properties to voyage the cascade drug delivery
process involving a series of biological barriers. Currently-
approved nanomedicines can only alleviate adverse effects
but cannot improve patient survival because they fail to
meet all the requirements. Therefore, nanocarriers with
synchronized functions are highly requisite to capacitate
efficient drug delivery and enhanced therapeutic efficacies.
This perspective article summarizes recent advances in
the two main strategies for nanomedicine design, the
All-in-One approach (integration of all the functions in one
system) and the One-for-All approach (one functional group
with proper affinity enables all the functions), and presents
our views on future nanomedicine development.
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Successful delivery of therapeutic agents (e.g., chemothera-
peutic drugs, nucleic acids, antibodies, etc.) to the target site
is the major challenge for any disease treatment, including
cancer. Nanoformulation of the therapeutic agents, e.g.,
nanomedicine, can improve their solubility, pharmacoki-
netics, disease-targeting capacities, and drug release man-
ners, thus enhancing delivery efficiency [1]. Cancer
nanomedicines are designed to passively target tumor tis-
sues by the enhanced pearmeability and retention (EPR)
effect, which is the gold standard principle of nanoparticle-

based cancer drug delivery. Unfortunately, the current
EPR-based cancer nanomedicines have failed to achieve
high therapeutic efficacy in patients [2]. Although over
twenty nanoformulations have been approved for clinical
use, including Doxil (liposomal doxorubicin), Abraxane
(albumin-bound paclitaxel), and Onivyde (liposomal iri-
notecan), they only alleviate some adverse effects but
cannot improve patient survival [3]. A meta-analysis study
showed that less than 1% of the administrated nano-
particles could be delivered to the tumor tissues [4]. The
heterogeneous EPR effect and complex biological barriers
have greatly hindered the delivery of cancer nano-
medicines into tumors and resulted in limited therapeutic
efficiency. Thus, it is highly requisite and urgent to develop
innovative nanocarriers with integrated and synchronized
functions for efficient cancer drug delivery.

The cancer drug delivery process comprises the
following steps, including (1) circulation in the blood
compartment, (2) extravasation from the tumor vascula-
ture into the extracellular matrix, (3) penetration into the
tumor parenchyma, (4) entry into tumor cells, (5) transport
to the subcellular targets, and (6) drug release [5]. To ach-
ieve high delivery efficiency, nanomedicines are required
to have different or even opposite properties in each step.
For instance, nanomedicines should be resistant to pro-
tein to avoid the mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS)
sequestration for long blood circulation; however, they
are also required to be adhesive to cells to facilitate
cellular internalization [6]. Moreover, the drug molecules
should be retained tightly during blood circulation to
prevent unwanted leakage into normal tissues but
released efficiently at the site of interest to elicit the
therapeutic effects. In addition, the size of nanomedicine
also has different impacts on blood circulation and tumor
penetration, wherein about 100 nm nanomedicines may
favor circulation, but < 30 nm ones may exhibit better
tumor penetration [7]. However, none of the approved
nanomedicines meet all the requirements, which can
explain their low cancer delivery efficiency and limited
clinical outcomes.

To enhance the therapeutic efficacy, nanomedicines
are designed with sophisticated structures to enable spon-
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taneous property transitions in response to various endoge-
nous and/or exogenous stimuli at specific delivery steps [8],
i.e., the All-in-One approach (Figure 1a). Specifically, nano-
medicines are synchronized with multiple functions to realize
“stealthy” in circulation and “sticky” in tumor tissue by surface
transition strategies, including reversible functionalization
with polyethylene glycol (PEG) or zwitterionic molecules, hid-
ing/exposing of targeting and functional groups, and surface-
charge reversal. Nanomedicines have also been engineered
with high PEG densities, changeable sizes or shapes, or tumor-
penetrating moieties to promote infiltration in tumor tissues
that feature high cell density, dense extracellular matrix, and
hyperosmotic pressure. Strategies to remodel the tumor
microenvironment, including normalizing tumor vascula-
tures, degrading dense extracellular matrix, and lowering the
interstitial fluid pressure, have been explored to improve
nanomedicines’penetration in tumors [9]. However, this All-in-
One approach falls into a dilemma that the complicated
composition of nanomedicines may enhance therapeutic effi-
cacies but also increase the difficulty of meeting good
manufacturing practices (GMP) and cause varied pharmaco-
kinetics between each batch.

For cancer nanomedicine design, how to circumvent
the dilemma of reducing structural complexity or
enhancing the delivery efficiency? The successful stories of
viral vectors in clinical translation may provide many
insights. Viral vectors are complex but precise assemblies
of multiple viral proteins. Many drugs based on viral vec-
tors have been extensively explored in clinics or even
gained regulatory approval for disease treatment, ranging
from vector-based cancer therapies to treating monogenic
diseases with life-altering outcomes [10]. What we can
learn from these stories is that the integrated nano-
medicines still hold promise in clinical translation if they
can form precise structures made of clinically approved
building blocks (Excipientability) and can be large-scale
produced in accordance with GMP guidelines (Scale-up
ability) as well as provide sufficient therapeutic benefits
(Capability), i.e., the CES elements in terms of efficacy,
safety, and quality requirements for clinically translated
nanomedicines [11]. Alternatively, simplifying the struc-
ture but retaining the functions of nanomedicines may
make it closer to clinical translation. As opposed to the
All-in-One approach, an ideal strategy would be the

Figure 1: Comparisons of the current “All-in-One” approach (a) for nanomedicine design with the herein proposed “One-for-All” strategy (b). ECM,
extracellular matrix; NPs, nanoparticles; FGs, functional groups; RBC, red blood cell; IFP, interstitial fluid pressure; tEC, tumor capillary endothelial cell.
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One-for-All strategy, where the nanocarrier contains only
one functional moiety but enables all the properties needed
for the delivery process (Figure 1b). The structural
simplicity would facilitate robust reproducibility of the
corresponding nanomedicines and ease the in vivo char-
acterizations, promising a high potential for clinical
translation.

We have recently demonstrated a phospholipid-
affinitive poly (tertiary amine-oxide) (PTAO) carrier as
the first proof of this concept [12–14]. PTAO had a zwitter-
ionic surface that was resistant towards protein binding,
while it could reversibly bind to cell membranes by form-
ing weak hydrogen bonds with the hydrophilic heads of
phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylethanolamine. After
intravenous administration, PTAO could hitchhike on red
blood cells (RBCs), thus escaping from the MPS recognition
and circulating long in the blood. After reaching the tumor
capillary, where the blood flow is much slower than that in
normal tissues, PTAO could detach from the RBCs and
translocate to tumor capillary endothelial cells (tECs) with
enhanced endocytic activity relative to normal ECs. Sub-
sequently, PTAO extravasated from the blood vessels into
tumor tissues mainly via adsorption-mediated transcytosis
(AMT)— its adhesion to tECs’membrane triggered efficient
endocytosis of nanomedicines from the endovascular side
via micropinocytosis followed by exocytosis to the other
side through the endoplasmic reticulum/Golgi apparatus
pathway, acquiring dramatic tumor accumulation. In the
tumor interstitium, PTAO penetrated throughout the
tumors via transcytosis-based successive transcellular
transport processes among tumor cells rather than para-
cellular diffusion, enabling the homogeneous intratumoral
distribution of the nanomedicines. The PTAO-based nano-
medicine showed highly potent antitumor activity, which
could eradicate exponentially growing large tumors
(about 500 mm3) in rodents and clinically relevant patient-
derived xenograft tumors [12, 13]. Similar properties were
also observed in tertiary amine oxide (TAO)-containing
zwitterionic liposomal nanocarriers screened from a
library of TAO liposomes with different chemical structures
and particle sizes [15].

The PTAO/TAO-based nanomedicine with a simple TAO
group achieved high drug delivery efficiency due to the
proper affinity gradient of nanocarriers towards proteins,
RBCs, tECs, and tumor cells, mainly including three processes
(i) Non-stickiness to proteins but reversible binding to RBCs
enabled nanomedicines to circulate in plasma by RBC hitch-
hiking, favoring a long lifetime in blood and thus providing
more opportunities to bind to tECs; (ii) Translocation of the
nanocarrier from RBCs to tECs triggered tECs to undergo fast

transcytosis and thus facilitating extravasation from tumor
blood vessels and enhancing tumor accumulation indepen-
dent of the EPR effect; (iii) Adsorption on tumor cells facili-
tated fast cellular uptake for intracellular drug release and
boosted transcytosis-mediated active tumor penetration [16].
The transcellular transport route circumvented the inherent
physiological barriers in the tumor microenvironment and
size restriction to paracellular diffusion and enabled exten-
sive distribution throughout the tumor tissues, even the
avascular areas.

Another typical example of the One-for-All nano-
medicine is the γ-glutamyl transpeptidase (GGT)-respon-
sive zwitterionic polymer-camptothecin conjugate
(PBEAGA-CPT) [17]. PBEAGA-CPT circulated long in the
blood due to the zwitterionic nature of pendant γ-gluta-
mylamides. Once arriving at the tumor region, this zwit-
terionic conjugate was cationized quickly by the
overexpressed membrane GGT on tECs and tumor cells,
thus inducing efficient transcytosis to extravasate and
infiltrate into tumor tissues rapidly. This enzyme-activated
transcytosis enabled uniform distribution of PBEAGA-CPT,
significantly augmenting the anticancer activities in
clinically relevant tumor models. Most recently, poly-
zwitterionic micelles of the aminopeptidase N-responsive
charge-reversal polymer-drug conjugate BP-iBu were also
demonstrated to achieve optimal overall drug delivery ef-
ficiency [18]. In these two examples, the key structures,
zwitterionic but enzyme-cleavable charge-reversal α-or
γ-glutamylamides, conferred the nanomedicines with non-
fouling and transcytosis-inducing abilities for completing
the whole drug delivery process.

Such a “One-for-All” nanocarrier has simple structures
and high drug delivery efficiency, which can perfectly solve
the dilemma of the traditional “All-in-One” multifunctional
nanocarrier, and thus might be a black technology for
developing clinically translational nanomedicines.
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